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LAST month, I examined setting up the basics of Linux
and generic Unix printing, and access to network-

attached HP printers. This month, I take the idea a bit further
to see how Linux can be integrated
into a more comprehensive enterprise
printing system with access controls
and printer configuration language
conversion. This integration allows
Linux on System/390 to substantially
enhance the types and capabilities of
networked printers across the organi-
zation by acting as a utility server for
the infrastructure.

Many large shops already have
high-speed printers dedicated to
existing OS/390 or VM systems, and
it is often beneficial to exploit those
resources from networked Linux
and desktop systems. The examples
presented here show Linux interactions
with the VM/ESA Remote Spooling
and Communications Subsystem
(RSCS) application; however, the
principles are similar for OS/390,
VSE or other systems employing an
lpr/lpd-style printing infrastructure.

ACCESS CONTROL MECHANISMS

High-speed printers, such as those mentioned previously,
are often expensive to operate or maintain, thus you need to
provide a way to control which systems on the network can
make use of a specific resource. In the Linux world, this
access is controlled by an additional set of configuration files
(remember from Part I that /etc/printcap defines a print queue

and the associated options, and that it is read by lpr and lpd
to determine their behavior), normally /etc/hosts.equiv and
/etc/hosts.lpd. In general, /etc/hosts.equiv is not used for this

purpose except to permit remote access
by users to run “lpc” (/etc/hosts.equiv
defines which hosts and remote users
are allowed to execute commands on
the local host without supplying a
password). /etc/hosts.lpd applies only
to printing and is much less risky to
use. /etc/hosts.lpd uses a simple syntax
to control access, and it includes the
following options:

● + signifies that any host on the
network can print by using the
local host

● +<hostname>   the name of a
remote host which signifies that
HostName can print by using
the local host

● -<hostname> signifies the
host is not allowed to print by
using the local host

If a hostname is listed in /etc/hosts.lpd
on a system used as a print server,

any user on the listed system may print to any printer con-
nected to that server. Note that patterns using wildcards
such as * and ? can be used to match many different host
names, and that the minus sign syntax shown previously
can be used to exclude hosts based on a pattern while
allowing all others to print using the plus sign. An exam-
ple of a working /etc/hosts.lpd might look something like
the following:
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*.foo.com
*.eng.foo.com
-guests.foo.com

This set of entries permits any host in
foo.com and eng.foo.com to print to any
printer, but denies access to the specific host
guests.foo.com. Keep in mind that a pure
lpr/lpd implementation does not permit
access selection by individual users — you
will need to use something more sophisti-
cated for that (as I will show you later in this
article) when you use the RSCS limits on
users to provide more control in printing.

PDL CONVERSION

Building on both the simplicity of Unix
printing tools and the presence of “filters”
in the lpd configuration file, it is possible to
use Linux to provide some advanced
capabilities to the printers it controls, such
as the ability to print PostScript output on
non-PostScript printers.

Using a combination of a print filter called
“magicfilter” and “ghostscript” performs
this trick. When you implement this software
combination, the result is a PostScript
interpreter that is able to both accept
PostScript input and emit raster graphic
images for popular dot-matrix and laser
printers such as the HP laser printers men-
tioned last month.

Both magicfilter and ghostscript are
included on most of the popular Linux dis-
tributions, and are part of the standard
configuration for SuSE and TurboLinux for
S/390. If your Linux system doesn’t have
these two utilities, you can download the
source from www.linux.org or www.fresh-
meat.org. After installing the two packages
according to their instructions, the output
from configuring magicfilter in a /etc/printcap
entry appears similar to what is shown in
Figure 1.

This entry causes lpd to run ghostscript
with the appropriate options in order to
interpret the PostScript job and to produce
PCL 5 raster output suitable for printing on
an ordinary HP LaserJet or compatible
printer. (Note that for security reasons,
magicfilter disables the capability of
PostScript programs to modify local files —
this ensures that a print job cannot make
unauthorized changes to system files.) The
advantages are the ease of production for
PostScript output and the simplicity of con-
figuration — all applications and desktop
systems can be configured to produce

PostScript output, and the lpd server will
convert to the appropriate printer control
language and send the job out to the printer.
Furthermore, this approach allows printers
attached to workstations (such as the popular
HP DeskJet line) to print output from Linux
or other large systems without complex
configurations on individual workstations.

To integrate this with RSCS, you can
take advantage of the direct support for
lpr/lpd-based printing included in the current
release of RSCS. You can combine that
support with the host restrictions provided
in /etc/hosts.lpd in case you wish to use the
Linux machine as a utility server, converting
output on behalf of users without the user
being aware of the conversion. However,
you will need to make some small changes
in the VM TCP/IP configuration in order to
allow RSCS to act in this role, and then

define a set of printer queues that use the
LPR support. The final combination might
logically appear something like what is
shown in Figure 2.

For reference, I’ll call the print queue on
the Linux system “cosmo” and assume that
it’s an HP PCL-only printer attached to the
network as cosmo.printers.foo.com.

First, you need to do some set up on the
VM side to allow RSCS to connect to VM
TCP/IP as the primary lpr/lpd server for the
VM system. To this end, you need to modify
PROFILE TCP/IP on TCPMAINT 198 to
authorize RSCS to connect to port 515,
which is accomplished by changing the file
as follows:

1. Comment out LPSERVE (the older
lpr/lpd support in VM TCP/IP) in the
AUTOLOG section of the file by
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cosmo:\
:lp=:\
:rm=hpprinter.printers.foo.com:\
:rp=raw:\
:if=/usr/lib/bin/apsfilter -PPCL:\
:sd=/usr/spool/cosmo:\
:ld=/usr/spool/cosmo/logs

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE PRINTCAP ENTRY FOR AN HP LASERJET WITH JETDIRECT CARD 

515 TCP RSCS ; LP Server

FIGURE 3: LINE TO ADD RSCS AS THE LPD HANDLER 

FILEDEF LPD DISK LPDXMANY CONFIG
FILEDEF LPR DISK LPR CONFIG
FILEDEF LPRP DISK LPRP CONFIG
FILEDEF LPRXFORM DISK LPRXFORM CONFIG

FIGURE 4: RSCS CONFIGURATION FILES FOR IP PRINTING SET UP 
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FIGURE 2: SAMPLE PRINTING ENVIRONMENT WITH RSCS INTEGRATION
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inserting a semicolon (;) in column 1
of the line.

2. Comment out LPSERVE in the PORT
section of the file by inserting a
semicolon in column 1.

3. Insert the line shown in Figure 3 in
the PORT section of the file to add
RSCS as the lpd handler.

4. Restart VM TCP/IP or update the
configuration with OBEYFILE.
See the VM TCP/IP Installation and
Configuration Guide for details on how
to update the TCP/IP configuration.

Second, you need to ensure that both the
RSCS and VM service levels are current.
Installing the latest VM RSU (specifically the
fix for APAR PQ29745 and PTF UV60455)
and RSU 9803 (or higher) for RSCS will
bring the service levels up to the minimum
required for supporting lpr/lpd functionality.

Third, you need to update the RSCS
initialization profile by changing the
PROFILE GCS on P684096K 401 to
include the LOADLIB file containing the
PostScript and PCL processing exits, as
well as the lpd configuration information
file (analogous to /etc/printcap). In PROFILE
GCS, modify the GLOBAL LOADLIB line
to read as follows:

GLOBAL LOADLIB RSCS RSCSEXIT

Next, add the lines shown in Figure 4 to
PROFILE GCS.

A sample LPDXMANY CONFIG file is
available on P684096K 406 as LPDXMANY
CONFSAMP. You should copy this file to
P684096K 401 and edit it according to the
directions at the top of the file. The other
three FILEDEF statements identify lpr
configuration and form definitions (which
contain the lpd print options to be supplied
to the Linux system and any special set up
to be transmitted before or after a print job).
Samples of these files can be found in the
RSCS documentation. Be sure to read
carefully as you set these files up, because
sending invalid or conflicting formatting
commands can easily confuse a printer to
the point where it will not print until a
power cycle is performed!

Fourth, you update RSCS CONFIG on
the same disk in order to define the incoming
lpd support and the outgoing lpr support
used to push the PostScript output to the
Linux system. Note that you can define
several incoming and outgoing LINK state-
ments for permitting multiple simultaneous

print job conversions to occur at the same
time (the Linux end will start a copy of lpd
for each incoming connection and will initiate
one outgoing connection per job).

To define the incoming lpd support, add
the lines in Figure 5 to RSCS CONFIG on
P684096K 401. After the ‘RSCS INIT’ line,

add the following lines to ensure that the
new lpd processes are automatically started
when RSCD initializes:

START LPD1
START LPD2
START LPD3
START LPD4

To add outgoing lpr processing, however,
add the lines in Figure 6 to RSCS CONFIG.
These statements define four streams to
direct PostScript output to the Linux guest
machine for processing (the Linux system
will return the converted output via the LPD
links defined above). The statements in
Figure 6 also define a “group” name, which
allows RSCS to select any available lpr
printing process whenever a document is
submitted to the “group” link.

You point RSCS at the Linux system in the
LPRXFORM file by supplying the HOST=
and PRINTER= parameters for each form.
To indicate that the output will be sent to
queue “cosmo” on the Linux host, the form
definition in LPRXFORM CONFIG might
look similar to what is shown in Figure 7.
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LINKDEFINE LPD1 TYPE LPD
LINKDEFINE LPD2 TYPE LPD
LINKDEFINE LPD3 TYPE LPD
LINKDEFINE LPD4 TYPE LPD
PARM LPD1 EXIT=LPDXMANY EP=’C=LPDXMANY’ TIMEOUT=300
PARM LPD2 EXIT=LPDXMANY EP=’C=LPDXMANY’ TIMEOUT=300
PARM LPD3 EXIT=LPDXMANY EP=’C=LPDXMANY’ TIMEOUT=300
PARM LPD4 EXIT=LPDXMANY EP=’C=LPDXMANY’ TIMEOUT=300

FIGURE 5: RSCS LINK DEFINITIONS FOR LDP SERVICE 

LINKDEFINE COSMO1 TYPE LPR FORM * AST
LINKDEFINE COSMO2 TYPE LPR FORM * AST
LINKDEFINE COSMO3 TYPE LPR FORM * AST
LINKDEFINE COSMO4 TYPE LPR FORM * AST
PARM COSMO1 EXIT=LPRXPSE ITO=0 US=Y SYS=Y EP=’S=Y EH=N C=LPRP’  HOST=linux PR=PASS
PARM COSMO2 EXIT=LPRXPSE ITO=0 US=Y SYS=Y EP=’S=Y EH=N C=LPRP’  HOST=linux PR=PASS
PARM COSMO3 EXIT=LPRXPSE ITO=0 US=Y SYS=Y EP=’S=Y EH=N C=LPRP’  HOST=linux PR=PASS
PARM COSMO4 EXIT=LPRXPSE ITO=0 US=Y SYS=Y EP=’S=Y EH=N C=LPRP’  HOST=linux PR=PASS
ROUTE GROUP COSMO TO LINK COSMO1 COSMO2 COSMO3 COSMO4

FIGURE 6: RSCS LINK DEFINITIONS FOR LPR LINKS 

FORM=STANDARD
HOST=linuhostname
PRINTER=cosmo
SEP=YES
PREFIX=setup information
PREFIX=FF04  (separator page goes here)
PREFIX=setup information for body of job (allows switching trays, special forms, etc)

FIGURE 7: RSCS FORM DEFINITIONS 

balp|ibm3211:\
:lp=:\
:rm=vmipaddr:\
:rp=SYSTEM:\
:sd=/usr/spool/ibm3211:\
:ld=/usr/spool/ibm3211/log

FIGURE 8: AN /ETC/PRINTCAP DEFINITION FOR A 3211-STYLE MAINFRAME LINE PRINTER 

This flexibility to use
a Linux system for

utility functions plays
neatly into some of
the other roles of an

enterprise server,
and it can be extended

to mail, news, and
other functions.
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After these modifications are made to the
RSCS set up, you can restart RSCS to pick
up the changes. You should now be able to
print PostScript files to printer COSMO
using the ordinary CMS printing methods,
and see nicely formatted output roll out of
the printer. RSCS transmits the PostScript
output via lpr to the Linux guest, which
receives it, runs it through ghostscript, and
then sends the resulting PCL raster data out
to the printer.

A similar technique can be used to drive
high-speed printers directly connected to
the mainframe. By building a print queue on
the Linux guest that points to the RSCS lpd
support, Linux can filter out jobs using
graphics or other unprintable objects, or
post-process the output by using a process
similar to what was shown previously. An
/etc/printcap definition for a 3211-style
mainframe line printer might look similar to
what is shown in Figure 8.

Now, let’s look at debugging one of the
most common printing problems in the
Linux for S/390 environment.

THE PRINTER WON’T PRINT

Most commonly, this problem occurs
because spool directories specified in the
/etc/printcap file do not exist or cannot be
written to. Verify that the spool directory
specified in the sd= entry exists and can be
written by the appropriate user (user bin,
group daemon).

The second common cause lies in the
print queue having not been started using
‘lpc’. To start a print queue, you must first
enable printing and then start the printer
using the following commands:

lpc enable cosmo
lpc start cosmo

Without both commands, the printer will
queue new jobs but not print them.

SUMMARY

This two-part series has explored printing
from Linux and using Linux as a utility
function server for converting output formats

from PostScript to PCL as an extra function.
This flexibility to use a Linux system for
utility functions plays neatly into some of
the other roles of an enterprise server, and it
can be extended to mail, news, and other
functions. Next month, a new series will
examine electronic mail and the functions
that Linux for S/390 can perform as a large-
scale industrial mail server in the heart of
the enterprise.  
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